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Abstract
The mass media in Spain has carried out major adjustments in recent years in order
to adapt to the Great Recession and to disruptive or ground-breaking technology such
as Internet. This has underpinned the drop in advertising revenues and government
subsidies, as well as a decline in sales and subscriptions. In the boom years, promises
of Internet and easy access to global financial markets at interest rates below inflation
encouraged media groups to design vertical and horizontal expansion strategies aimed
at positioning themselves in the domestic market whilst expanding overseas: particularly
in Latam and Europe. Moreover, consumers have been able to access contents more easily and cheaply via the Internet and using a broad range of devices. The poor economic
situation of traditional media (caused, mainly, by their high financial gearing) prevents
them from successfully facing new challenges requiring them to change whilst new digital
companies are managing to get by in spite of the highly precarious economic scenario.
Key Words:
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Resumen
Los medios de comunicación de masas en España han realizado un ajuste importante
en los últimos años para adaptarse a la Gran Recesión y a una tecnología disruptiva como
ha sido, en muchos casos, Internet. Esto se ha traducido en la caída de los ingresos publicitarios y de las subvenciones públicas, más una bajada de ventas y suscripciones. En
los años de bonanza, las promesas de Internet y el fácil acceso a los mercados financieros
internacionales a intereses bajos por debajo de la inflación hicieron posible que los grupos
diseñaran estrategias de expansión verticales y horizontales para tomar posición en el mercado nacional y expandirse hacia los mercados internacionales, fundamentalmente hacia
América Latina y Europa. Además, los consumidores han podido acceder más fácilmente
y a un menor precio a los contenidos a través de la red y con multitud de dispositivos. La
mala situación económica de los medios clásicos (provocada, sobre todo, por su alto endeudamiento) no permite afrontar los nuevos retos que exige el cambio mientras que las
nuevas empresas digitales subsisten bajo una elevada precariedad económica.
Palabras clave:
Cadenas de valor global - Disrupción digital - España - Evolución de los medios Industrias de la comunicación
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1. Introduction
Five centuries ago, a Dominican friar called Girolamo Savonarola persuaded a
group of his followers to build a huge bonfire in the centre of Florence with Renaissance books, works of art, objects and new technologies that they considered
to be sinful. Later, they set fire to it in protest against the new global order. His
so-called “bonfire of the vanities” aimed to halt the evolution of an era in which
business was transforming medieval societies; a rich merchant class was beginning
to arise; major migratory flows were under way; and new technologies, such as the
printing press, were beginning to thrive (Goldin and Kutarna, 2016).
However, economic growth and numerous innovations led to major imbalances.
For example, as different regions were interconnected breakages in established supply chains began to appear, unqualified workers were driven out of new labour markets, and economic inequalities increased (Goldin and Kutarna, 2016). There were
also technological breakdowns: such as the case of the printing press which changed
the value chain of editing whilst turning what was previously a luxury good into a
commodity and allowing for much more efficient distribution of contents.
For the last forty years we have been witnessing another transformation process
whereby the industrial map has suffered major reconfigurations – both qualitative and
quantitative – of traditional methods of production, distribution and consumption
(Dicken, 2011). Direct foreign investment, outsourcing, offshoring and cross-border
trade have increased substantially during this period. All of the above was also propelled by the increase in industrial capacities of developing countries, improvement
of their institutions, and lower transportation costs; end of the cold war and the rise
of market systems; and lower import tariffs and new ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) allowing for integration of distant activities. Thus, we face the
dichotomy of a world that is becoming smaller and smaller thanks to the connection
of territories which used to be far apart but at the same time getting bigger and bigger
given the expansion of trade horizons (Osterhammel & Petersson, 2013).
The media is in the epicentre of this huge mutation. Internet, social networks,
the continuous improvement of technologies, the hacker revolution and global
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markets have granted new powers to consumers. Moreover, the Great Recession
must be added to the wave of changes taking place. The scenario under which
contents are created, chosen, presented, aggregated, distributed and consumed
has been transformed. The media’s roles and financing have also been mutating
(Heinonen & Luostarinen, 2008), together with their former sender-receiver relationship and gatekeeper role (Bruns, 2005).
Thanks to those driving forces, media industries have been forced – gradually – to cut and reposition supply and distribution chains, which has led to more
fragmented and disperse industrial activities from a geographic point of view but
more integrated from an economic point of view. Thus, the division of labour has
taken on a new dimension as a greater number of activities in different locations
under complex connections have been disaggregated. For many workers this can
cause substantial job insecurity.
With hindsight, it looks like traditional Spanish media weren’t completely reactive to changes that were taking place. The main difficulty was to come up with a
creative strategic system and, simultaneously, follow an established strategic path
(Rothmann & Koch, 2014). For private sector media, this became more pronounced
when their room for manoeuvre was hampered by the economic crisis due to high
financial gearing racked up during good times. Thus, in 2012 their debt peaked at
around €6.6Bn (García-Santamaría, 2016). This led to massive lay-offs, M&A deals,
shutdowns and bankruptcies. Public radio and television groups suffered similar
processes as, due to high public debt loads and deficit reduction targets, their
subsidies were cut drastically.
At heart, we are witnessing an accumulation of vanities. Traditional media
hoped that changes would be temporary and everything would go back to normal.
Media industries have repeatedly tried to suppress the radical potential of new
technologies in an effort to prevent them from disrupting established global value
chains (Winston, 1998). Their vanity underpinned an excessive delay in necessary
changes. New media arising out of the heat of Internet have intended to begin
from a blank slate (vs. the status quo), often without being aware that they were
acting like alchemists yearning to convert copper into gold. Consumers, with a
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level of selfishness and narcissism which seems never-ending (Twenge & Campbell,
2009), aim to consume contents from multiple devices to their hearts’ desire and
free of charge. Yet, the main problem for some media is that they don’t control the
new platforms: some, therefore, are seeing their classic value chains destabilised
and others are finding that there aren’t any sustainable business models in the
new world. In this great bonfire of the vanities, the old hasn’t been completely
killed off and the new hasn’t finished being born. For the time being, the media
ecosystem continues to burn under a scenario of destabilisation.
This research aims to analyse industrial changes that have taken place in the
Spanish media sector in recent years. Firstly, we set forth the theoretical framework for economic analysis that we have used. Later, we apply it to the press,
television and radio. Finally, we study the outlook for Internet and the expected
future of the media sector as a whole.

2. Value chains and economic characteristics of
the media
Our sector research is underpinned by a global value chains (GVC) perspective
and the basic economic characteristics of the media. Using a GVC we aim to explain
how the sector is organised and anticipate future trends. Through the metaphor of
a chain with different links we can analyse the social and economic organisation
surrounding the life of a good or service from its conception until it is consumed
by the final user and eliminated or recycled after its usage. It is a heuristic tool
that has been under development since the end of the last century and that recognises that the life cycle of any good or service follows a series of subtle and linked
economic activities (Kaplinsky, 2013). If we trace its genealogy, we see that it is
based, primarily, on the world-system theory (i.e. Hopkins and Wallerstein, 1986),
the French “filière” analysis (refer to summary in Morvan, 1991) as well as strategic administration research (such as Kogut, 1984 or Porter, 1985).
The image of a chain might seem simplistic, but it provides us with a systematic
roadmap for carrying out and structuring our research and allows us to organise
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the necessary political answers (Sturgeon, 2008). It is mainly useful for understanding an industrial event as a constellation of closely linked steps, in order to
avoid focusing only on final goods or production, which is a weakness of a lot of
sector research. Moreover, this is intermeshed with industrial changes taking place
during the past few decades.
GVC modelling allows us to study four of the sector’s main elements: its input-output process, where the main processes needed to transform inputs into final products are described; the geographic configuration or territoriality; the governance
structure, which refers to the processes whereby certain components of the chain
exercise power over others and appropriate or distribute the value that is created
along the links; and its institutional framework, that establishes the “rules of the
game” under which organisations act and the chain is operated (Gereffi, 1994: 97).
A chain is embedded in exogenous institutions (i.e. civil society or general laws),
under universal technologies, in a certain geographical location and has the support
of auxiliary industries. Moreover, industrial niches attempt to penetrate into them
(Geels, 2014). As if they were Russian dolls, three interrelated forms of embeddedness evolve simultaneously (along the lines of Granovetter, 1985): industrial, socio-technical and territorial. All of these embeddedness influence each other.
In each node of the chain there are certain given economic characteristics.
From the point of view of the neoclassic economy, the media produces goods based
on information and talent (Dolfsma & Nahuis, 2006; Caves, 2000). Thus, at the beginning of the chain contents created (contents are understood to be everything
exchanged that is not necessary for maintenance of the networks) have a specific
costs structure: the creation of a prototype has high fixed costs, but reproduction
costs are practically nil. If the project fails, which is often the case, costs become
sunken and cannot be recovered. In other words, high investment costs before a
product can be advertised imply that companies must take substantial risks.
The media tends to create on-going products via coordinated and structured
processes (Picard, 2005). It’s not only about creation as selection, processing and
packaging are also taking place. They are playing with various nodes of the chain
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at the same time. Therefore, a change in any one of them immediately affects the
whole chain. Furthermore, as they are generating regular usage, they must pay
attention to their brand names.
Technology has allowed entry costs to decline (youtubers are an example) whilst
those of creation or innovation of processes have trended upwards. Paradoxically,
the most efficient companies have used new technologies to raise costs. With this
“race of quality” (Bakker, 2005: 311) they manage to differentiate themselves
from and leave behind their competitors.
When it comes to distribution, goods based on information tend to be public
goods (Adams & McCormick, 1993). On the one hand, this is because their consumption by a person does not by any means reduce that of others. Moreover,
thanks to technologies, contents may be consumed at the same time by numerous
individuals without affecting quality. On the other hand, this is because it is difficult (increasingly so with Internet) to exclude those who want to consume for
free bypassing intellectual property rights. In the digital world copies can’t be distinguished from originals and distribution barriers are minimised. This stems from
innovations that improve the transmission of large quantities of data (such as fibre
optic or satellites), devices that gather, store or recover information and services
that provide interfaces. In short, contents – in the distribution phase – tend to be
non-rivals and non-excludable, which is a problem for their amortisation.
As marginal costs of reproduction tend towards zero, from an economic point of
view establishing a positive price is inefficient as the marginal cost is not equal to
the marginal price. Yet, if the cost of a content was zero nobody would produce it
or there would be infra-production.
In order to solve this, and given difficulties in excluding those who are unwilling to pay, at the exhibition level platforms tend to be multisided (Evans &
Schmalensee, 2016). This allows for different types of media consumers to be
complementary. For example, free-to-air TV can bring spectators together with
advertisers and, thanks to the latter, the former can access the product for free.
For advertisers contents are, therefore, a private good (rival and excludable).
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Internet has allowed for the creation of multiple platforms without borders that
reduce transaction costs. This increases the pressure on those companies that opt
to charge their clients.
There is also the possibility of establishing price discrimination: charging consumers one price or another based on their willingness to pay. This allows distributors to move all along the demand curve and cover the possibilities or needs
of different consumers. Thus, some consumers will pay a higher price, but more
people can consume the contents. This discrimination is more effective in the case
of more durable goods (a TV series) than in that of rapidly consumed goods (the
news). Moreover, price discrimination tends to be combined with product differentiation and pure bundling. For example, a physical magazine can have a small or
large format and be sold as a whole.
Payment media solve the problem of excludability, but not that of rivalry and
piracy. The days in which there only existed one point of entry to a media are behind us and now users can gain access from any connected location. Since digital
contents can be reproduced or adapted, and usage or copying don’t cause them to
deteriorate, personalisation should tend to rise.
The main problem is that these unique characteristics of the media are increasingly not applicable online as information goods are losing their links with
physical goods. Thus, the press is losing its character of pure bundling, multisided
platforms are observing that many consumers now do so on demand in order to
avoid advertising, and price discrimination is becoming more complicated. In the
following sections, we analyse how all of the above is breaking or tightening the
global value chains of the press, television and the radio.

3. The press and its unfinished conversion
Until the early years of the 21st century the press was a stable industry capable of
maintaining substantial economic profits (Picard, 2008). Moreover, economic growth
led to profitability improvements year after year as there was a close correlation with
advertising spending in the press. Publishers achieved double digit margins, much
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greater than those of other industries (OECD, 2010). Thus, for example, in Spain
sector profits rose from €100Mn to €233Mn between 2001 and 2007.
The traditional press had a simple lineal global value chain (GVC) whose fundamental segments were the creation of contents, aggregation, production, distribution and consumption. The Great Recession made apparent a series of destabilisations that had been emerging in the last links of the chain: a steady decline in
consumption of newspapers, their circulation and their advertising revenues. The
effects of the arrival of Internet (mainly digitalisation and compression mechanisms), together with a series of social changes and the possibility of consumption
without borders, began to be fully apparent in the industry. Given the bidirectional union between all of the nodes, the crisis ended up affecting the creation of
contents. At the end of the day, the three embeddedness of the chain (industrial,
socio-technical and territorial) suffered mutations at the same time. This is why
the sector crisis has been so acute.
Classic newspaper publishing is characterised by high sunk costs (printing presses, paper and workers) and low marginal costs of reproduction and distribution. As
a result, barriers to entry are very high. It may seem obvious but it is worth stressing that newspapers have always produced readers, not news, as their primary goal
(Conboy & Steel, 2008). In fact, they sell news to readers and readers to advertisers,
using a multisided platform. When there are no revenues flows from earning nodes
(mainly advertising and sales) producing segments end up in a precarious situation.
Thus, while in 2001 there were 136 different Spanish newspapers published,
in 2015 only 106 remained (AEDE, 2015). Since the Great Recession we calculate
that nearly 2,900 workers have lost their jobs with printed newspapers or a drop
of approximately -50% vs. the former sector workforce. Moreover, the average base
salary of journalists included in the collective bargaining agreement dropped by
-17% between 2010 and 2015: from a gross annual salary of €32,532 to €26,972
(APM, 2015). Other mechanisms for controlling expenditures have been the closure of correspondent offices, the reduction of pages and a trend towards cheaper
news or comments. All of these moves end up deteriorating the attractiveness of
the product for the consumer.
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Many of these laid-off workers have been involved in start-ups of on-line media:
with 458 still active at the end of 2015 (APM, 2015). Of these, there are 112 exclusively
digital newspapers (AEDE, 2015). The barriers to entry in these cases are lower, as costs
can be -80% less than those of their paper peers. The latter are now faced with numerous new corporate competitors but also with social networks and a slew of solitary
self-creators. Traditional players have ended up going online as well, although for the
time being they must bear both physical distribution and online costs.
Throughout their history newspapers have benefitted from multiple new technologies such as photography, word processors, design software, improved transportation networks, and colour printing. All of these innovations were inserted
without any problems in the various links and made them more efficient. However,
the arrival of Internet doesn’t follow this script mainly as all pure bundlings have
been broken down (e.g. newspapers) and become mixed (consumers only consume
the news that interests them); advertising is transferred to other specialised platforms (for example advertisements for flats are transferred to specialised websites
such as idealista.com); and private goods tend to be converted into public goods.
From an economic point of view pure bundling tend to be preferable for sellers
than mixed ones. A price is charged for a set of grouped products (e.g. different
sections of a newspaper) that may not be of equal interest to the consumer. When
Internet allows for this bundling to be broken up (debundling), the main problem
is that it ends up affecting the two key sources of revenues: advertising and sales.
As we have pointed out, newspapers have acted like multisided platforms that
unite readers and advertisers. Advertising should allow the price of the product
to decline (or even allow it to be free) which, at the same time, should allow the
number of readers to increase in a positive feedback cycle. All of the traditional newspapers have created websites, applications and blogs but they have not
managed to transfer printed advertising to the Internet. In fact, in recent years
advertising spending in Spanish newspapers has fallen to nearly one-third (its former level) although it looks like a floor has been reached (refer to Table 1): from
€1,894Mn in 2007 to around €659Mn in 2015 (Infoadex, 2016).
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This was primarily underpinned by three factors. Firstly, part of its advertising
has migrated towards other specialised platforms (e.g. housing or job offers) where
it is more efficient for buyers and sellers to meet. Secondly, advertisers have developed applications in order to contact their clients directly. Finally, prices paid for
online advertising are very low since there is no longer a shortage of advertising
space, the response rate is very low and advertisers don’t have reliable measurement systems. Moreover, a large portion of online advertising (which amounted to
nearly €1,250Mn in Spain in 2015) is shifting towards new platforms such as Google or Facebook which also act as news aggregators. However, the World Federation
of Advertisers estimates that between 10 and 30 per cent of online advertising
slots are never seen by consumers because of fraud (WFA, 2016).
2001

2008 2012 2013

2014 2015

Newspapers published

136

139

113

110

106

106

Readers (millions)

16.2

20.3

20.1

18.6

17.3

15.7

Circulation (millions)

3.89

3.96

2.88

2.45

2.26

2.21

Rotation rate

4.2

5.1

7

7.6

7.6

7.1

Advertising spending (€ millions)

1.594

1.507

766

662

656

658

Penetration (% population)

35.9

42.1

36.1

32.4

29.8

28.5

Daily consumption (minutes)

15

17.7

13.8

12.3

11

10.5

Profits (€ millions)

100

11.9

-123

-23

-1.6

na

Table 1: Main press data trends in Spain (2001/15)
Source: In-house preparation using data of AEDE, AIMC, EGM and Infoadex.

Product sales have suffered substantial changes due to Internet. Until now, the
four main online business models that have been established don’t appear to be
generating sufficient funds (Goyanes, 2014): the free model (free access offset by
advertising); the pay model (payment via subscriptions or unit sales); “freemium”
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(some contents are free and others must be paid for); and the metered model (free
access up to a certain number of articles and payment later required).
The first model assumes that readers can access a lot of free information online
so that they have the possibility of consuming cost-free the same contents that
are offered in a paid newspaper (Casero-Ripollés, 2010). In other words, the private good of a paper newspaper (excludable and rival) gives way to a public good
on the Internet (non-excludable and non-rival). However, as we have seen, advertising (private good) is insufficient to offset this gratuity online.
Empirical data seem to demonstrate that readers are unwilling to pay for information, which they see as a mere commodity since they have become accustomed
to online gratuity (Goyanes, 2012). As a result, the pay and freemium models don’t
work. In fact, when payment systems are installed visits and advertising nosedive.
Finally, it looks like news meters are only going to work for very high-quality
global newspapers (such as the Financial Times or New York Times), but not for the
rest. In Spain it looks like none of these models is working satisfactorily. Some authors (such as García-Santamaría, Pérez-Serrano & Maestro-Espínola, 2016) have
pointed to reader or subscriber clubs as a successful strategy. Yet, it seems like
with the products or services that they offer it will be difficult for newspapers to
achieve better prices for their subscribers than those achieved by large websites
such as amazon.es. Due to their minimal size we foresee, in principle, neither
economies of scale nor scope.
In short, the dilemma consists of not managing to structure a collective good
online (excludable and non-rival). Yet, to achieve a minimum level of sector profitability it will be necessary to establish some form of payment (Graybeal & Hayes
2011). The curious thing about the Internet is that for traditional newspapers it is
both a rival and the media that will allow their survival.
The consumption node in Spain has also become more precarious in recent
years: traditional newspapers’ 20Mn readers in 2008 declined to 16Mn in 2015 and
they only spend around 10 minutes reading the paper a day (refer to Table 1).
Visits to webpages of the press have increased to an average of 700,000 unique
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visitors in 2015 (AEDE 2015). However, this media has a high standard deviation as
half of the websites have less than 100,000 unique visitors and the top 20 players
comprise 85% of visitors.
Circulation has been nearly halved, from 2.4Mn units in 2015, which implies
high rotation and an index of circulation per 1,000 inhabitants of 51 (refer to
Table 1). Only in the year 2001 did it surpass the cut-off level of 100 units that
the UNESCO defines as necessary in order to consider a country developed from a
cultural point of view. Moreover, there is a noticeable geographic gap as 70% of
newspapers are purchased in the North of Spain.
The loss of credibility of newspapers and journalism also underpins this trend
(Meyer, 2009; Díaz-Nosty, 2013). It doesn’t seem like Spanish readers place much
value on pure bundling nor on news that are more expensive to produce. As we have
already pointed out, in a pure bundling system the reader had to pay for everything
in order to get what she wanted. This allowed newspapers to spread out costs and
create a global product. In the end, readers received more than what they asked
for. However, if they only want the typical news viewed the most frequently on the
Internet (normally lifestyle and sports) they cannot have the rest as this breaks of
mechanism of crossed financing of the news. Meanwhile, this also ends up affecting
the quality of most popular news. Elements such as access to information; misinformation or journalistic ethics must not be taken lightly (Díaz-Nosty, 2011).
Nevertheless, readers continue to opt for values linked to the printed press such
as objectivity, credibility, honesty or depth, although at the same time beginning to
choose aspects such as speed and accessibility, where the digital press is beginning to
take the reins (AEDE, 2015). For the time being, many of the pure newspapers proposals online are faced with major limitations in terms of budgets and journalist quality.
Changes are moving towards an industry that is certain to be less interesting for
those investors seeking high returns. In fact, the sector’s P&L accounts have fallen
from earnings of €233Mn in 2007 to losses of -€123Mn in 2013 (refer to Table 1).
Cuts in recent years seem to have halted the blood bath of losses but the industry
still hasn’t managed to come up with a viable economic model.
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4. Television’s smooth evolution
Since public broadcasting’s beginnings, television has been in a permanent process of evolution. For example, broadcasting via electromagnetic waves was followed
by cable, satellites, and DTT; the cathode tube gave way to the plasma flat screen;
the transistor was replaced with the chip; black and white was overcome by colour;
and blurred images gave way to high definition in 3D. In addition, it was even able
to emigrate quite easily to Internet and has become mobile. Moreover, a television
of scarcity that reached the mass has given way to one of abundance and niches in
which the programmer has less and less power whilst the viewer can structure a personal collage comprised of his/her favourite programmes (López-Villanueva, 2011).
Television has survived technological transformations, regulatory changes and new
forms of relationships between TV programmes and viewers (Uricchio, 2009). In fact,
during its first 50 years of life television maintained its basic industrial practices. It
has probably been the media that has suffered the greatest number of transformations but has managed, thanks to its huge opportunism, to adapt to all of them.
During the last decade numerous factors have underpinned a new evolution of television: technology has fostered a dramatic improvement in conditional access, time-shifting,
ubiquity and mobility; the relationship with its geographic space is changing; its public is
segmenting; channels are continuously multiplying; access to advertising is becoming more
complicated; and numerous new amateur production/distribution agents are springing up.
Moreover, in television, three industries are beginning to converge – audiovisual, telecommunications and IT –, each with a very different history and economic weight. Changes
taking place are so monumental that they are straining the classic value chains, to the
point that some authors are already talking about the death of television (Missika, 2006) or
its “Spotifyization” when converted into just one more Internet application (Wolk, 2015).
Yet, data don’t seem to be backing up these scenarios. Some TV viewers may stop
watching their TV set but not television, which is still a core part of their leisure activities. Moreover, the vast majority of successful channels are lineal: they are watched
live and use offline technologies. History seems to indicate that in the television
sector new value chains enter, successively, and end up coexisting in a pleasant way.
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The three large television models that coexist in Spain (free-to-air public television; free-to-air private television; and pay-TV) have different sources of revenues,
technologies and institutional frameworks. On the supply side, they tend to be
more complementary than substitute products. They all have very similar costs
structures: high sunk costs (nearly 80% of programmes launched in Spain end up
failing); almost nil marginal costs of reaching an additional viewer; moderate distribution costs (in 2015 television groups paid nearly €350Mn for transportation
and diffusion of signals); and high fixed production costs.
As illustrated in Figure 1, between 2008 and 2015 investments in audiovisual
production of television stations as a whole declined from €474Mn to €328Mn,
implying a drop of -30.8% (Álvarez-Monzoncillo, Baraybar & López-Villanueva,
2015). This stems from lower revenues from advertising, subsidies and subscriptions as a result of the Great Recession.
Those investments don’t take into account the cost of news programmes, sports
rights and acquisitions of foreign production. In other words, these figures only consider two categories: fiction (series, films and TV-movies) and other programmes (such
as reality, game and talk shows). In the Spanish market only a dozen production companies are continuously producing and are capable of taking on all types of projects.

Figure 1: Audiovisual production investment trends in Spain (2008/15)
-In millions of eurosSource: Álvarez-Monzoncillo et al 2015
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Free-to-air private television is structured like a multisided platform that brings
together TV viewers and advertisers. For the former it is a public good and for the
latter it is a private good. Since the latter makes television possible, the platform
should maximise audiences. Under a positive feedback model, more successful
channels will attract the most advertising spending as they have more viewers
with the target profiles that advertisers are seeking and, therefore, more revenues
per viewer. The television channel continues to occupy a prevalent position with
respect to other platforms, thanks to its enhanced brand identity and premium
products (Guerrero, Diego & Pardo, 2013).
In Spain two groups (Mediaset and Antena 3) control close to 90% of TV advertising spending. The market has evolved from a public monopoly in the mid-1980s
towards the present duopoly. Although there is more competition nowadays than
in the early 1990s, the industry can be considered to be in the limit between moderate and high concentration levels (Artero & Sánchez Tabernero, 2015).
A duopoly has been created since advertising cannot reach other channels.
Firstly, this reflects the fact that advertisers will always pay more to reach a new
audience than to reach that same audience for a second time via a minority channel. Secondly, this is because the advertising market doesn’t have the capacity to
grow in tandem with the number of channels and remains closely linked to economic cycles.
Versus the press, advertising has neither abandoned free-to-air television nor
migrated towards Internet given that large brands need the masses and because
television viewing has increased. Brands are dependent on multiple occasional
buyers: those with long gaps between purchases and who buy competing brands in
between. Therefore, they can never increase their market share by targeting existing users, something that is done quite well by online advertising (Sharp, 2010).
What they need to do is to get the attention of non-interested people, who never
consume their product or did it so long ago that they don’t even remember (Sharp,
2010). The only advertising that can achieve all of that is TV advertising, which
has returned to a positive growth trend since 2013 (refer to Table 2).
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The Government deficit and debt burden have underpinned a drop in subsidies
granted to public channels. This has led to a balancing out of revenues generated
by advertising, payments and subsidies at around €1,800Mn. However, using Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) method and benchmarking more than a half of regional public television services in Spain are inefficient (Artero, Orive & Latorre,
2015). To ensure their future sustainability they should change their governance.
2001

2008 2012 2013

2014 2015

Free-TV revenues (€ millions)

2,162

2,998

1,665

1,580

1,713

1,798

Pay-TV revenues (€ millions)

1,387

2,090

1,747

1,715

1,742

2,067

Subsidies public TVs (€ millions)

1,154

1,178

2,025

1,859

1,669

1,610

Advertising spending (€ millions)

2,151

3,082

1,815

1,703

1,890

2,011

Pay-TV subscribers (millions)

3.5

4.6

4.2

3.9

5.1

5.5

Lineal TV daily consumption (minutes)

208

227

246

244

239

234

Online TV daily consumption (minutes)

-

-

-

-

8

10

Connected Smart TVs (% households)

-

-

-

4.3

6.6

7.8

Pay-TV subscriptions (% households)

21.4

24.7

21.6

18.8

20.6

24.8

Table 2: Main television data trends in Spain (2001/15)
Source: In-house preparation with data of AIMC, CNMC, Infoadex, Kantar Media and Videometrix

The most noteworthy difference between channels dependent on advertising
and those of pay-TV is that in the latter case the price mechanism can play a role:
prices convey information regarding valuations of consumers, which leads to more
efficient allocation of products (Van Dijk, Nahuis & Waagmeester, 2006) and a
significant increase in the supply of channels; pay-TV creates a market with prices, bundlings and subscriptions. Moreover, channels can also resort to financing
themselves via advertising.
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Contents tend to be sold in pure bundlings associated with other services under
mixed bundlings. The consumer has some choice but may end up paying for much
more than she wants. Numbers of bundlings available and of pay-TV subscribers
have increased in parallel. In 2015 there were 5.5 million pay-TV subscribers in
Spain: half of them subscribed to a “quintuple-play” deal marketing together telephone, fixed, broadband, and mobile services with pay-TV.
The pay-TV market is also very concentrated due to the high costs of acquisition
of premium contents (mainly football and Hollywood fiction) and to economies of
scale achieved in purchasing, distribution and marketing. Movistar and Vodafone
account for 85% of total pay-TV subscribers in Spain.
Conditional access technologies are essential for excluding those consumers
who fail to pay. In other words, pay-TV is configured like a collective good (non-rival and excludable) where subscription revenues must be maximised whilst offering consumer satisfaction.
Another form of pay-TV allows for online consumption. The most noteworthy players in Spain in this segment are the Over-The-Top (OTT) providers Netflix and Wuaki.
At the end of the day, what they have done is to move pay-TV narrowcasting to the
Internet. It is not a service generated by users and is neither social nor free. It is like
traditional pay-TV, but with online distribution for those who want to pay less.
It is structured like second level price discrimination based on the lower quality
of contents. As a result, OTT services don’t fit too badly into the three TV models.
In fact, they are an interesting secondary market for many operators. However, if
we add up the annual revenues of all of OTT offers in Spain (around €8Mn in 2015)
they would probably be less than the advertising revenues generated by a Spanish
football league “el clásico” match. It doesn’t look like these Internet channels are
able to pay up the huge economic sums needed to purchase rights to broadcast
major sports and/or Hollywood movies.
Low subscription rates of OTT services cannot be blamed on deficient infrastructures. In fact, Spain is the European country with the greatest number of
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subscriptions to fibre optic Internet access (around 25% of lines have connection
speeds of over 30Mbps) and has one of the highest levels of usage of Smartphones
to access the Internet (almost 90% used that device in 2015). Moreover, nearly
80% of households have 4G coverage (Telefónica, 2016).
Lineal TV consumption has declined over the past several years to 234 minutes
per day in 2015. Yet, this figure is still the 4th largest level of TV consumption
registered since this data has been available in Spain. The daily average of minutes has a high standard deviation: those less than 24 years old consume around
133 minutes while those over 75 reach 251 minutes (MECD, 2016). Cross media
audience measurement is underdeveloped in Spain (Quintas-Froufe & González
Neira, 2016), but, according to data, online TV amounts to ten minutes per day
and time-shift viewing only amounts to three minutes. Thus, viewing total in all
forms is 247 minutes per day. Therefore, for the time being, it looks like television
is enjoying a relatively smooth development within the digital world.

5. Radio uncertainties: Between radio waves and bits
The radio industry is still holding up in spite of hardships posed by other leisure
and information activities related to development of the Internet: 60.4% of the
Spanish population listens to an average of 105 minutes per day.1 Contrary to the
situations of television and the press, young people listen to the radio: more than
a quarter of radio audiences are less than 34 years old. This consumption is greater
in the case of thematic radio channels than in that of general interest stations
(55% vs. 48%). Moreover, the expected trend in upcoming years is a progressive
increase in access via different devices and platforms; i.e. nomad, à la carte and
on-demand broadcasts.
In spite of all of the M&A deals linked to multimedia diversification and strategies for confronting the Internet, there is high competition among radio operators. However, the increasing concentration that has taken place in the sector as
a whole in recent decades is an undeniable fact. Figure 2 illustrates the audiences
of the main operators in the Spanish market.
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Figure 2: Daily radio audiences in millions of people (2016)
Source: EGM

The radio in Spain is dominated by three private groups, relegating public operators to the back seat. The private sector “appears to be fragmented into hundreds of local frequencies organised into chains with their three main markets
– stations, advertising and audiences – highly concentrated, integrated into multimedia groups and oligopolised by a handful of operators with strong political
alignments” (Badillo & Pérez 2012: 96).
Public radio, associated with national and regional public television entities,
has been at the mercy of financing of public radio and television services in its
spheres of activity: nationwide, regional and local. It has an uncertain future with
the new configuration of digital licenses since more channels and “new” audiences
must be serviced with declining budgets.
The configuration of the market goes hand-in-hand with policies of granting
licenses implemented in the recent years and readjustments underpinned by increasing competition on the back of declining advertising revenues. The disappearance of
public radio stations stems from a decrease in public funding, their minimal agility
to adapt to changes and a certain lack of flexibility for achieving on-going programming improvements. The historic public-private status quo of the radio sector has
recently been disturbed and it looks like the process of digitalisation of the sector
and growth of Internet audiences is likely to weaken the public sector even further.
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The main characteristics that define the Spanish radio sector are as follows: a
high level of concentration, saturation of the radio spectrum, stagnation of audiences and a digital radio segment that hasn’t yet managed to take off (García-Santamaría, 2016). The Great Recession spurred a reduction in advertising on the radio
by more than €200Mn between 2008 and 2014. This has led to questioning of the
traditional model of attempting to attract massive audiences and the future model
of providing additional services under a new 2.0 scenario full of possibilities.
We note the following consequences of this double business model crisis: “The
increase in the competition in the radio sector spurred a dispute regarding space and
advertising revenues of local markets and led to a series of mergers and acquisitions
carried out by large groups which reduced the diversity of players and availability
of programming. This process underpinned a substantial concentration of ownership, audiences and advertising revenues” (Franquet 2008:5). Moreover, this model,
highly dependent on licenses granted by governments, seems unable to find highly
specialised niche markets but rather has focused on a dynamic of fixed cost cutting
and overall decreases in wages in order to adapt to a smaller advertising market.
Like the rest of the media, particularly the press and television, radio stations
are having problems adapting to the current situation “of transformation where
consumption is personalised, flexibilised and diversified” (Franquet 2011:155) or
of “achieving much more segmented marketing that takes advantage of multi-support diffusion possibilities” (Fernández & Peinado, 2013: 53). Perhaps the problem
has to do with the size of market, local management and interactivity with the
audience or perhaps with their ability to innovate. The idea isn’t so much the circulation of radio programmes via all possible networks and platforms, but rather
creating a brand and carrying out programming in accordance with specific niches
linked to social network environments prone to participation and the practice of
sharing or collaborative economy. Yet, given the expansion of the culture of free
access is looks like it is very difficult to innovate in programmes under the “pay to
listen” model. Without forgetting about fragmentation of radio audiences, this is
a fact that stations must bear in mind in accordance with strategies of advertisers
on social networks.
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The radio is transforming. We are no longer facing passive audiences gathered
around a receiving device that broadcasts just a few generalist radio stations. Like
the case of television, radio audiences have become fragmented and, progressively, radio on demand has become a social reality made possible by technology, and
not the reverse. However, this new concept is more complex: “Podcasting not only
strengthens the asynchronous, a characteristic that was already offered via à la
carte radio services implemented several years ago by a lot of “bitcasters”, but
rather also adds two highly interesting elements: subscription and mobility” (Gallego, 2012: 134). The magic of live broadcasting is still a key success factor of the
radio, but, more and more, we must bear in mind this niche demand for on-demand
and à la carte broadcasting.
This is the true revolution of the concept of the radio, so far away from radio
waves and so close to Internet protocol today. Yet, among current alternatives
there is a simple and cheap innovation that, moreover, is unknown to the general
public: digital radio.
Digital radio is a confusing concept that encompasses too many modalities: DTT
radio, standard DAB+ radio, Internet radio (streaming or podcasting), and 3G and
4G radio; moreover, all of this is available in multiple devices (the radio, television,
tablets, computers, DVD players and smartphones). The National Technical Plan for
Sound Broadcasting (Royal Decree 802/201) approved the DAB+, but the reality
is that this plan is currently in a hibernation state because it is not of interest to
anyone, even though it is very efficient in terms of quality and management of
the spectrum. It isn’t of interest to operators as they prefer to preserve the current comfortable breakdown and distribution of licenses in order to eliminate the
possibility of entrance of new competitors and spectators don’t buy new receivers
because there is no coverage. The only possible solution: switching-off and public
radio as the drivers of change.
However, the radio continues to grow: At the beginning of 2012 17% of Internet
users listened to the radio via Internet and preferably in their computer, according to the EGM (http://www.aimc.is/-The-Radio-Tradicional-vs-Online,196-.html).
Clearly, such consumption, in spite of all of its complications, has increased. This
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fact highlights trends in the media sector as a whole: greater personalisation, individualisation, interaction and an à la carte diet. New hyperspecialised audiences in
a context of rampant multi-device nomad consumption await the DAB+, which will
bring new challenges: new formats, new languages and new ways of “doing radio”
in general: a new radio that will co-exist with the old general interest stations.
Future opportunities of operators seem clear: “Once a multiplatform offer strategy
has been achieved, what the radio industry will need is to generate sufficient economic returns to maintain the production of contents and adapt to diffusion via different
supports… The path laid out by the economic crisis, with respect not only to declining
investment but also to divvying up a single budget among all stations, should underpin a tendency to develop new specific offers that respond to increasing fragmentation
of audiences and media consumption, as well as new possibilities arising thanks to the
creation of social networks” (Martí, Monclús, Gutiérrez & Ribes 2015: 20).
However, this restructuring isn’t easy due to the evolution of the radio concept
itself and also to the contradictions inherent in new business models arising from
the 2.0 web environment. Furthermore, and in particular we must ask: Is it possible to have an à la carte radio with premium contents with revenues generated
only by advertising spending?

6. Rising digital stars of the media sector
After surviving the Internet crisis, nobody knew for sure what the consequences would be for the traditional mass media sector. During nearly two decades a lot
of dreams came true although many hopes and myths, products of cyber-imagination, are still at the same stage as at the very beginning.
Jo Bardoel argued in 1996 in the European Journal of Communication that it
was necessary to go beyond journalism. Even the concept of television had become
outdated to explain the “post-network” era. Perhaps it is relevant to bear in mind,
as announced by Negroponte, that “The future of television is to stop thinking
about television as television” (quoted in Lozt, 2014).
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Gathering of information directly from sources by new channels of communication, giving citizens greater autonomy, the public service crisis vis-à-vis the
media (identity, legitimacy and economic crises) and their increasing commercial
usage led to the belief that journalism and television were facing a major process
of change. The future would belong to the best on-line communities and public
debates.
The role of the journalist would no longer be just to gather data but rather
to lead debates, public and social. Nicholas Negroponte (1995) pointed out that
in the future readers would be able to choose the topics, contents and sources of
information that were most appealing to them. If we move slightly less than a
decade forward in time we see a major milestone that changed the outlook and
expectations: the 2001 crash of the Nasdaq, the market where Internet companies
were funded and held accountable.
It began to be apparent, after the initial hype, that online journalism was
facing new opportunities and challenges (Bardoel, 2002). Bardoel set forth the
idea that social changes were likely to be much slower than technological ones.
Society comes before technology, with the crisis of technological determinism.
There didn’t seem to be any differential value in accessing the news online when
a large portion of contents was “shovelware”: i.e. unedited contents adapted to
the specific requirements of the media channel, thus supporting McLuhan’s statement “The Medium is the Message”. In other words, many media websites offered
the same news in their printed and digital editions. The potential of interactivity
and of “hypertextuality”, i.e. offering information about the information (Pavlik,
1999), has proved elusive. The “multimediality”, that Bardoel defined within the
online journalism context as “the convergence of traditional media formats – images (in movement), text, sound – in a story that is told online”, hadn’t appeared
in the media during that first decade. The format was still quite lineal in spite of
the potential (Dahlgren, 1996).
Viewings of “The Daily Me” commented previously and developed by Negroponte evolved towards “We, the Media” of Bowman and Willis (2003). The concept of
“participative journalism” that aimed to “describe the contents and the objectives
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of online collaboration that is often seen in social and collaborative media” was
born. Citizen journalism, as a new alternative media (Atton, 2003) was considered
to be a radical change from traditional mass media that depended on three factors
(Flew, 2005): distributed contents, collaborative editing and open publication.
The citizen journalist was “the person previously known as the audience” (Rosen,
2006), although there were already criticisms concerning the real impact and the
difference between publishing and journalism (Lasica, 2003). Some announced its
death right from its birth, as it didn’t comply with the three E´s: ethic, economic
and epistemological (Maher, 2005). Problems of objectivity and quality (Grubisich,
2005), as well as legal issues, pointed to their early death.
The appearance of the web Wikileaks, registered in October 2006, completely
changed the former view on this topic. It was a non-governmental organisation
(NGO), present in multiple countries, which complied with current legislation in
each market but selected those (paradoxically such as Sweden) that protect journalists the most. Thanks to this factor and to its technology it presented itself as
a facilitator that eliminated risks faced by sources: they were able to supply, without the risk of being uncovered, confidential data that was later processed and
disseminated. In general, information spread was sensitive data for governments
and companies. Yet, they claimed that there was a differentiating factor: there was
a viable business model, based mainly on donations. The publication in 2010 of
a 2007 recording made in Iraq which showed Iraqi journalists under attack by an
Apache helicopter, in a video known as “Collateral Murder”, marked a before and
after in the way collaborative journalism was understood: among other reasons because since 2010 the “Wiki” model was abandoned in favour of a more centralised
structure. This initiative gave rise to dozens of similar projects such as Open Leaks,
created by Daniel Domscheit-Berg after he exited the original project.
Traditional journalism hasn’t changed as much as expected in the past decade,
not even upon entering the online world. It hasn’t fully tapped the potential for
creation of communities of readers or users. It’s true that legislation such as the
LOPD (Spanish Data Protection Act) have led the media to opt to eliminate, edit
comments or not accept anonymous profiles, wiping out the potential for creating
communities, due to the risk and cost of taking responsibility for audience opinions.
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Another huge problem in recent years has been how to manage the massive quantity of data generated on Internet. In 1970 Alvin Toffler popularised the concept “Information Overload” in his book “Future Shock”. This problem is often referred to as
“infoxication”. This huge quantity of information poses a challenge for the media. According to Cisco in The Visual Networking Index in 2016, global Internet traffic is going
to surpass a Zettabyte of information. Therefore, the audience needs help searching (for
information): i.e. search engines, keywords and recommendations. Moreover, this is the
basis for business models of websites such as Amazon. Curiously, in Spain and a large
portion of Europe the traditional media has opted to attack Google from several angles,
leading to multiple lawsuits against the giant search engine. In Spain and Belgium lawsuits and the legal framework underpinned Google’s decision to shut down its Google
News service. This shutdown, and that of other European level news aggregators, led to
a drop in traffic and revenues that mainly affected emerging and smaller media players.
At the end of the day, we are talking about competing in an “economy of attention” where “attention is a limited resource – as a person only has so much of it”
(Crawford, 2015:11). When all is said and done, before taking action and making a
decision we must be conscious (awareness) of the existence of particular contents
(Davenport & Beck, 2001). The on-going increase in data, contents and information implies that the scarce resource in this economy is the attention of users.
This also has strategic implications: attracting the attention of a user can cause a
barrier of entry to other competitors to be created: as long as his/her attention is
focused on a certain set of contents it cannot focus elsewhere. The OECD explains
in its 2007 “Policy Brief” that “before a firm can compete in the market, it has to
be able to enter it.” Therefore, both the attraction of the attention of potential
online audiences and the later achievement of customer loyalty (of those users)
are essential for the survival of media in this competitive environment.
In addition, Internet has a huge influence on quality and business models: not
only due to the huge quantity of contents but also to easy access to them. New independent digital media, mainly bloggers or media such as “The Huffington Post”
but also traditional media through their Internet strategies, have focused their
business models on generating advertising revenues. The problem is that in that
model greater quality or quantity of contents implies greater costs, which do not
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generate greater revenues but rather have the opposite effect. Money is generated
by obtaining impressions. Consequently the target is to attract audiences who visit
a lot of pages but spend little time within each one. This effect combined with the
speed and interactivity of Internet implies that there is little time for checking
the rigour and truthfulness of contents. This allows for the design of mechanisms
for generating false or self-interested news which regularly end up on the front
pages of large digital media (Holiday, 2013). It is even possible that such contents
end up appearing in prime time traditional media at a global level if created by
Tommaso Debenedetti, who has been successfully spreading false news via Internet
and social media for the past decade, including the deaths of the Pope, Fidel Castro
and J.K. Rowling.
A media channel must make itself known, normally via search engines or thanks
to their brand name but also, sometimes, by paying to advertise itself in other
places. Thus, it aims to get people interested in their contents. A percentage of interested parties will end up visiting a page (Homepage or Landing Page, depending
on how they find the medium) and - if they find the contents they were looking for
or further interest is generated - they may opt to visit additional pages of the same
medium. In some cases the user will decide to subscribe and provide their personal
data. It is possible that a percentage of them buy a paid subscription to a product
or service. Finally, a group of these people will become loyal followers who will
recommend the media group. Under this model the main costs are the generation
of contents (employees, acquisitions of other contents), distribution (campaigns,
special deals) and supporting technology (servers, CMS or Content Management
System software, bandwidth). Yet, revenues arise from the generation of impressions: the media player sells traffic reaching its pages to advertisers who insert
“banners” and other advertising formats. Why is this incompatible with quality?
The time of permanence on a page is relevant: the more time spent looking at a
webpage the fewer impressions, i.e. revenues, are generated.
Moreover, expectations of individualisation, and personalisation, of contents and
that new projects could turn out to be profitable under these conditions have not been
met. It still looks like products are mainly for mass consumption such as information
or live broadcasting of sports. The case of the Spanish news aggregator Meneame.net,
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a version of original models such as Digg or Reddit adapted to the local market, is
symptomatic. It was founded in 2005 and, although still operating in 2016, its founder Ricardo Galli abandoned the project in 2015 due to, among other reasons, “not
knowing how to generate revenues and growth of the business in accordance with the
importance of and number of visits received by meneame.net” (Galli, 2015).
Less traditional media also face other challenges. Peter Thiel, technological investor and billionaire, financed Hulk Hogan’s lawsuit against Gawker, a well-known
network of blogs with the following slogan: “today’s gossip is tomorrow’s news”.
The debate regarding the freedom of press and the risk that someone, individual
or corporate, can silence a media group by financially drowning it, is on the table.
In any case, we shouldn’t forget that what Jeff Zucker said, when he was a NBC
executive - “trading analogue dollars for digital pennies” - also applies to the printed
media. In the year 2000 The New York Times generated revenues of nearly USD3.5Bn
with net profit of close to USD400Mn and employed around 14,000 people. In this
era Internet accounted for 1% of its revenues. Fifteen years later, in 2015, its sales
totalled USD1.58Bn generated via subscriptions, advertising and sales; USD638Mn
was advertising of which around 30% was digital with 1,300 employees writing 230
stories. The number of subscribers didn’t increase all that much either in spite of the
creation of a new App and the support, for marketing it, of Amazon Kindle as well
as collaboration with Google in order to achieve faster loading of pages.
The 2013 purchase of the benchmark parent company of traditional journalism,
the Washington Post, by a reference player in the new digital arena – Amazon
founder Jeff Bezos – created great interest. The digital transition hasn’t taken
place in accordance with expectations. The Post used 700 people in their “Newsroom” to generate 500 stories per day. How much contents can readers consume?
How “glocal” can these stories be: in order to generate interest of small communities and take advantage of Anderson’s “Long Tail” effect?
In Spain expectations generated by Internet in the media spurred multimedia
groups to make strategic decisions to diversify horizontally and vertically in order
to generate synergies and enter global markets that, over time, have proven to be
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unsuccessful. Strategies based on high financial gearing with low interest rates –
pre-bubble – were implemented in an attempt to ensure dominant positions and
guarantee survival, which – in some cases – may be threatened by their current financial situations. Grupo Planeta, Grupo Prisa and Unity Editorial, i.e. some of the
top reference players in the sector, are examples of management of expectations
which seemed highly visible in the past.
It is true that Internet has allowed for greater access to contents and for a huge
quantity of them to be generated, thereby accelerating processes such as training
and communication. Yet, it is also true that this quantity of information and access to it implies a situation of nearly “perfect information” (Debreu, 1972) that
has underpinned a decline in profit margins in the markets that is affecting many
companies (in many markets), with the first and most affected being those companies for which information is their product (De Haro & Blanco, 2016).
Internet has not had a major impact on free-to-air TV, as it has been seen as
a complementary network without the appearance of any true competitors. To
the contrary, pay-TV and films financed by generalist television have clearly been
affected. The debate regarding free vs. paid services and the segmentation of the
audiovisual leisure market in pursuit of greater returns on investment remain relevant (Álvarez-Monzoncillo & Menor, 2010) and so do topics concerning intellectual
property (creative commons, copyright, the so called Mickey Mouse Act, etc.).
Internet as a disruptive technology has destroyed the revenues structures of
the past (advertising plus direct payments) that was much more lucrative than the
new dominant models (advertising plus subscriptions). Moreover, this is related to
the debate regarding the quality of media and the question of whether more can
be done with less. The first agents affected by this situation are journalists, screenwriters or creators of contents as they now compete with amateurs, “shovelware”
and catalogues of ready-made contents. Moreover, their salaries have increasingly
declined and sometimes they are even paid per product. As a result, new media
business models still aren’t very clear as Internet revenues remain quite small. Another aspect to bear in mind is the transition from offline to online, which is still
occurring slowly. It is sufficient to compare the audiences of lineal and non-lineal
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television in order to understand this slow process of change and the strength of
live television. We are facing a scenario of digital media, but with “fundamental
changes in the information and entertainment that people need, how and when
they use it, and how it is financed” (Picard, 2014: 195).
For hardware companies “contents was the king”, but those who have truly
made money have been telecommunications companies supplying Internet access
to companies and users. In other words, “connectivity has been the queen”. This
is demonstrated by vertical integration of entertainment groups and telecommunications companies. We come to one main conclusion from this new change: “The
technological wonders and the dazzling entrance of online television appear to
be clearly contradicted by the reality of small audiences and revenues, and the
economic persistence of standard television” (Sherman and Waterman, 2014: 275).
However, OTT services, the expansion of MCN, the potential of Internet, UGC
activities, Millenials’ new usages and customs, and the inevitable digital migration
should underpin a new panorama with survival of aspects of mass media typical
of the 20th century together with differentiating and relevant aspects of the new
media of the 21st century. This change should create opportunities for new companies and industries, reconfiguring the media scenario as has traditionally and
historically occurred when it has faced disruptive changes.

7. Conclusions
The digital economy is here to stay. Mass media seems to be collapsing, little
by little, as it is unable to find its place under a new more complex scenario. New
business models haven’t consolidated yet. The mass media-mass society binomial
is mutating on the back of globalisation and fragmentation of audiences. Consumption is gradually becoming personalised and individualised. Society is suffering a “breakdown” with the arrival of digital gaps and with the alleged freedom
to choose from all that exists in the giant warehouse of products (news, reports,
programmes, films, etc.) which may be accessed via the Internet. A new inter-domestic system is under configuration: more concentrated, less diverse, plural and
multilateral. And, perhaps, it is still too soon to consider this process completed.
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However, the media is still managing to hold-up: watching their own “vanity”
burn up whilst attempting to halt the disruption caused by the Internet. The media
continues to resist: radio and television audiences are being maintained as if nothing had happened and the press market is gradually segmenting, as always, in accordance with the cultural and economic levels of their readers. Public intervention
is disoriented, not knowing how to reconfigure the former balances of public media
services under the weight of its own contradictions: public vs. private, concentration
vs pluralism, homogeneity vs. diversity, and/or halting vs. encouraging change.
In fifteen years the Internet has transformed the competitive panorama: not
necessarily improving either the competition or the competitors. The media are
dependent not only on supply but rather also on demand. Consumption of media
is closely related to the competition of audiences and readers. Rising access to the
Internet hasn’t necessarily implied an increasing access to (or equality in terms
of) knowledge and culture.
The trend towards individualisation and personalisation of consumption of mass
media as one of the keys to globalisation due to the impact of the Internet appears
to have stalled. Moreover, mass and mainstream products – as we know them – will
survive for a long time. In spite of the Internet, media remain fiercely local: with
adjustments of North American products still needed.
The financial impact of the crisis of the dot-com bubble burst has had a huge
influence on the media sector that isn’t often commented. Access to cheap financing and promises of a new, cheaper, channel with increasing penetration rates
and bidirectional access – i.e. the Internet – generated expectations that were
dramatically confronted with a different reality following the arrival of the Great
Recession. Neither are new business models really all that new, nor have paradigms
redefined the media, nor has the new digital economy generated more value for
the media industry. In fact, the truth is quite the opposite.
Yet, undeniably, users and consumers have gained some differential value in this
process: access to a greater quantity of contents at a low cost, ubiquity, and the
possibility of sharing, commenting and/or co-creating in a quick and simple way.
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However, the industry is still in the midst of a stabilisation process. Like in any other
war, the first victim is the truth and in this case the second casualty has been quality. However, in this complex process of converging markets and bonfires perhaps
operators and users should bear in mind the saying “Vanity of vanities, all is vanity”.

Notes
[1] General Mass Media Survey, from April 2015 to March 2016.
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